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The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots,
characters, literary devices, and historical background. The latest generation of titles in
this series also features glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic,
familiar format. Join Chaucer's band of pilgrims on their journey in CliffsNotes on The
Canterbury Tales. Chaucer's narrators represent a wide spectrum of society with
various ranks and occupations. From the distinguished and noble Knight, to the pious
abbess, the honorable Clerk, the rich landowner, the worldly and crude Wife, and on
down the scale to the low, vulgar Miller and Carpenter, and the corrupt Pardoner. Let
this study guide reveal Chaucer's genius at understanding basic human nature as
reflected in his tales. You'll also gain insight into the background and influences of the
author. Other features that help you study include Character analyses of major players
A character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters
Critical essays A review section that tests your knowledge A Resource Center full of
books, articles, films, and Internet sites Classic literature or modern modern-day
treasure — you'll understand it all with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes
study guides.
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A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for
Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, arguably the most famous of all Middle
English literature. As a series of twenty-four stories, The Canterbury Tales was written
in 1392 and tells of the pilgrimage of thirty people from various social classes to
Canterbury. Moreover, Chaucer uses each story to represent a theme in order to
exemplify the changing of societal roles. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores the
context and history of Chaucer’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore
the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide
contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot
Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright
Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of
literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and
themes. This set of study guides encourages readers to dig deeper in their
understanding by including essay questions and answers as well as topics for further
research.
This annotated, international bibliography of twentieth-century criticism on the Prologue
is an essential reference guide. It includes books, journal articles, and dissertations,
and a descriptive list of twentieth-century editions; it is the most complete inventory of
modern criticism on the Prologue.
Enable students to achieve their best grade in AS/A-level English Literature with this
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year-round course companion; designed to instil in-depth textual understanding as
students read, analyse and revise The Wife of Bath's Tale throughout the course. This
Study and Revise guide: - Increases students' knowledge of The Wife of Bath's Tale as
they progress through the detailed commentary and contextual information written by
experienced teachers and examiners - Develops understanding of characterisation,
themes, form, structure and language, equipping students with a rich bank of textual
examples to enhance their coursework and exam responses - Builds critical and
analytical skills through challenging, thought-provoking questions and tasks that
encourage students to form their own personal responses to the text - Extends learning
and prepares students for higher-level study by introducing critical viewpoints,
comparative references to other literary works and suggestions for independent
research - Helps students maximise their exam potential using clear explanations of the
Assessment Objectives, sample student answers and examiner insights - Improves
students' extended writing techniques through targeted advice on planning and
structuring a successful essay
REA's MAXnotes for Geoffrey Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales MAXnotes offer a fresh
look at masterpieces of literature, presented in a lively and interesting fashion. Written
by literary experts who currently teach the subject, MAXnotes will enhance your
understanding and enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes are designed to stimulate
independent thought about the literary work by raising various issues and thoughtPage 3/11
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provoking ideas and questions. MAXnotes cover the essentials of what one should
know about each work, including an overall summary, character lists, an explanation
and discussion of the plot, the work's historical context, illustrations to convey the mood
of the work, and a biography of the author. Each chapter is individually summarized and
analyzed, and has study questions and answers.
"This book has been more helpful to the students--both the better ones and the lesser
ones--than any other book I have ever used in any of my classes in my more than a quarter
century of university teaching." --RICHARD L. KIRKWOOD, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
"The following paper is a study of a selected number of critics and their views on the
characterization of the pilgrims in the general prologue to The Canterbury Tales." Abstract.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer.
Gale Researcher Guide for: Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales is selected from Gale's
academic platform Gale Researcher. These study guides provide peer-reviewed articles that
allow students early success in finding scholarly materials and to gain the confidence and
vocabulary needed to pursue deeper research.
The book is virtually unique in providing: the full text in Middle English, an interlinear
translation, introductory chapters on the pilgrims and the narrator, guided study questions on
each section of the text, a detailed analysis of the frame story and each portrait, a full
bibliography and a guide to further reading. The author's aim is to meet the needs of students
up to undergraduate level, of their teachers, and of the general reader who wishes to
experience and enjoy one of the great comic works of world literature.
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While literary scholars have insisted on the need to understand works of medieval
literature in their historical context, medieval historians themselves have rarely
contributed to modern attempts to show how works of imaginative literature engaged
with the conflicts and controversies of their own day. This volume brings together 25
experts in the history of fourteenth-century England and asks them to discuss one of
the most famous works of Middle Englishliterature- -Geoffrey Chaucer's 'General
Prologue' to the Canterbury Tales--in relation to the economic change, social issues,
and religious controversies of the period. Beginning with a survey of recentdebates
about the social meaning of Chaucer's work, the volume then discusses each of the
Canterbury pilgrims in turn. The book should be of interest to all scholars and students
of medieval culture whether they are specialists in literature or history.
This study shows how contemporary theory can serve to clarify structures of identity
and economies of desire in medieval texts. Bringing the resources of psychoanalytic
and poststructuralist theory to bear on Chaucer's tales about women, this book
addresses those registers of the Canterbury project that remain major concerns for
recent feminist theory: the specificity of feminine desire, the cultural articulation of
gender, the logic of sacrifice as a cultural ideal, the structure of misogyny and domestic
violence. This book maps out the ways in which Chaucer's rhetoric is not merely an
element of style or an instrument of persuasion but the very matrix for the
representation of de-centered subjectivity.
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Six-hundred-year-old tales with modern relevance. This stunning full-colour edition from
the bestselling Cambridge School Chaucer series explores the complete text of The
General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales through a wide range of classroom-tested
activities and illustrated information, including a map of the Canterbury pilgrimage, a
running synopsis of the action, an explanation of unfamiliar words and suggestions for
study. Cambridge School Chaucer makes medieval life and language more accessible,
helping students appreciate Chaucer's brilliant characters, his wit, sense of irony and
love of controversy.
This Norton Critical Edition includes:* The medieval masterpiece's most popular tales,
including--new to the Third Edition--The Man of Law's Prologue and Tale and The
Second Nun's Prologue and Tale.* Extensive marginal glosses, explanatory footnotes,
a preface, and a guide to Chaucer's language by V. A. Kolve and Glending Olson.*
Sources and analogues arranged by tale.* Twelve critical essays, seven of them new to
the Third Edition.* A Chronology, a Short Glossary, and a Selected Bibliography.About
the SeriesRead by more than 12 million students over fifty-five years, Norton Critical
Editions set the standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate readers. The
three-part format--annotated text, contexts, and criticism--helps students to better
understand, analyze, and appreciate the literature, while opening a wide range of
teaching possibilities for instructors. Whether in print or in digital format, Norton Critical
Editions provide all the resources students need.
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In The Canterbury Tales Revisited â " 21st Century Interpretations, Editor Kathleen A.
Bishop has brought together a group of authors that is both diverse and international
including scholars from the United States and Canada, as well as the UK and the
continent and Asia. The articles they have contributed cover â oehotâ new areas such
as Chaucer and Judaism, Queer studies, and feminism and gender. The eminent
Medievalist David Matthews has contributed an insightful opening piece situating
Chaucer studies in the new century and discussing where we have been and where we
seem to be going.

Character Sketches - Humour - Poetic qualities - Chaucer's background Bibliographic notes on Chaucer?_
The Canterbury Tales recounts the stories told by pilgrims to one another as they
make their way from London to the shrine of St. Thomas Becket in Canterbury.
This volume contains the introduction to those tales by describing the characters
who will be travelling companions on that journey.This special edition has been
designed to meet the particular needs of school and college students. Here, each
odd-numbered page contains Chaucer's original Middle English text printed in a
large font. Alongside, there is plenty of room in the wide outer margin for students
to add their own brief notes or to define unfamiliar words. Immediately opposite,
there are blank ruled pages for students to construct their own translation into
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modern English or to make more detailed notes. At the end of this book, there is
a new translation into modern English which differs only slightly from those found
elsewhere. Here, the key difference is that lines are translated separately,
thereby avoiding the problem seen in some translations that words are borrowed
from adjacent lines to help maintain Chaucer's rhyming structure. Accordingly,
this translation adheres more closely to Chaucer's own words; although, in doing
so, it may occasionally contain rather more descriptive explanations than is usual
in translated works. Nevertheless, this 'word for word' approach will greatly assist
those new to Chaucer's middle English.Parents will be pleased that The General
Prologue contains no lewdness or vulgarity as can be found in some of the other
Canterbury Tales. In this regard, it may appropriately be studied at Middle School
level.This special edition contains the complete and unabridged text (with line
numbers), a personal study or translation notebook and a full translation into
modern English. Accordingly, it offers excellent value for money as a complete
resource for studying one of the greatest treasures of English literature.
Modern ways of presenting Chaucer have often made his work seem 'normal' so
that The Canterbury Tales and its much-studied General Prologue are seen as
archetypes of narrative and prologue. Tony Davenport argues that study of
Chaucer's major work alongside contemporary English poems reveals the odd
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and extreme aspects of Chaucer's writing as well as the daring and experimental
qualities in his work. The focus of the book is on strategies of narrative and
discourse, but also includes discussion of other much-studied Middle English
poems.
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2014 im Fachbereich Englisch - Literatur, Werke,
Note: 1,7, Friedrich-Schiller-Universitat Jena (Institut fur Anglistik/Amerikanistik),
Veranstaltung: The Fabliau in English, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Religion and
Church play a significant role in Geoffrey Chaucer's 'Canterbury Tales' and
although the Church was so important, powerful and present it was not free from
criticism. At the time when Chaucer wrote his 'Canterbury Tales', the Church was
an extremely wealthy and predominant organization that was highly embedded in
politics. This connection between religion, politics, prosperity and the will to
protect the won rights led inter alia to secularization and corruption and the
Church diverged from its own moralities. Considering that, the ecclesiastical
authorities had problems to fulfil their spiritual mission convincingly. Such
conflicts led to controversies and debates about Church and religion since the
late fourteenth century was a vivid period for parishioners in the medieval Europe
to question the established Church and its authorities. Chaucer did not describe
his relation to pre-reformatory movements in detail but his criticism in the
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'Canterbury Tales' overlaps with them in some points. The question that arises
therefore is, whether Chaucer can be seen as a pre-reformatory author or not. To
answer this question it would be necessary to analyze all religious aspects of the
'Canterbury Tales', which were an undeniably monumental endeavour. Due to
the restricted space of that term paper the focus of this research will be laid on
two central pilgrims and their tales: the monk and the prioress. Since both
characters are described explicitly in the prologue and represent the
ecclesiastical establishment they serve as a good example for Chaucer's church
criticism."
This Anthology Of As Many As Twenty Essays Offers Us Critiques And
Interpretations Of Mainstream British And American Literature, As Well As
Addresses The Issue Of Studying Literature Vis-À-Vis Certain Theoretical And
Emerging Perspectives Of Our Times.Apart From Fine Analyses Of And Sharp
Insights Into British Literature Ranging From Chaucer To Wyatt And
Shakespeare, Coleridge And Shelley To Conrad, E.M. Forster And D.H.
Lawrence To T.S. Eliot, The Modernist Drama To Golding S Fictional World, We
Get A Glimpse Of The Post-War American Scenario As Well; The Anthology Also
Introduces Us To Some Of The Interesting Issues And Modern Critical Theories
And Trends Which Are Emerging To Be Highly Relevant In Literary Study Today,
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Thus Reminding Us Once Again That Literature, Indeed, Can Never Be An
Isolated Phenomenon.Students, Scholars And General Readers Of English
Literature Will Find The Anthology Both Useful And Enjoyable.
???·??,??14????
Don't want to read the actual book? Tired of reading super long reviews? This new
study guide is perfect for you!! This study guide provides a short and concise review
guide of The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer. The guide includes: · A short
summary of the entire novel · The major themes and their relationship to the storyline ·
A character guide with brief details on each role · Bullet-point chapter reviews that go
into more detail than the book summary · A few potential essay topics with possible
answers. All of this in-depth study guide is designed to make studying more efficient
and fun. Stay tuned for our upcoming updates that will include additional quiz
questions, audio guides and more tools that will help you easily learn and prepare for
school. Need help or have suggestions for us? Email us at info@totalgroupmobile.com
and we will get back to you as soon as possible. @TheTotalGroup
This Norton Critical Edition includes the most admired of Chaucer s Canterbury Tales."
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